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THE BRAUER GROUP OF AN AMITSUR FIELD.   II

CHAN-NAN CHANG

ABSTRACT.   The structure of the Brauer group over an Amitsur field

with characteristic  0 has been determined in [51.   In this paper we extend

these results to the Amitsur field with characteristic p > 0.

1. Amitsur fields.   Let  K be a field and  K\t\ be the field of all formal

power series f\t\ - ^-v>ra tv, a    £ K, r > - oo.   Let i,, • • • , t     be a set of

indeterminates over K.   Define successively,  KQ = K, Kx = KQ\tx\, •■•, K   =

K   _ jíí-j»•   F-m  is called an Amitsur field of 772-indeterminates (or an Amit-

sur field) if K is algebraically closed.   Throughout this paper we assume

K'   is an Amitsur field with characteristic p > 0.772 r

The order function  o     and the valuation   I on  K_  ate defined as in
772 722 772

[5].   Similarly denote the ring of integers by  Ü   ,  its unique maximal ideal

by  SB     and the residue class field  K    = Ö   /SB    3? K      ,.
1     " m m m    ' m m — í

2. The character group of K   .   Let A  be an abelian torsion group and

let q be a prime.   Let Aiq) denote the   q-ptimaty component of A,  and A

the subgroup of the elements in A   which have orders relatively prime to  q.

Let g:   A—> B  be a homomorphism of abelian torsion groups,   g is said to

be  q-injective,  q-surjective,  q-isomorphism  if g  is injective, surjective,

bijective, respectively, modulo  ^-primary components.   Denote a  ^-isomor-

phism by 2áq.

Let F be a field.   Denote the algebraic closure of F by Fc and the

Galois group of Fc over F by GÍF).   Let L be an algebraic extension of

F.   We use L    to denote the field of all elements x £L  with iFix):   F]

being relatively prime to   q.

A continuous homomorphism (Krull topology) of GÍF) into Q/Z (the

rationals mod 1) is called a character over  F.   We use y(F)  to denote the

group of all characters over F.   In this section we determine (y(K   ))    by

using induction on  m.

Let Z be the Artin group which is the completion of Z with the topol-

ology of subgroups of finite index.
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2.1 Lemma.   Let f\t\ = 1 + S.   , a ./»'   £K      Alt A].   Then f\t\ £ K" =
' ; >1     J   ra 772—1772 772

\a" | a £ K   \ for every positive integer n relatively prime to p.

Proof.   By direct computation.       Q.E.D.

2.2 Proposition.   Let L be a finite extension of K     with [L:   K   J
r ' 'mm

being prime to p.    Then there exist  T £ L with  Tr - at     where  a £ K      x

and some A  which is algebraic over K      ,   such that  L= K   (A, T).° 772—1 777

Proof.   Similar to the proof of 2.2 in [5j.

By induction on 222  and 2.2, we get

2.3 Proposition.   (Kc)     is generated by adjoining roots of the equations

x" = t. where  n  is any positive integer relatively prime to p and j= 1, • • •, m.

2.4 Theorem.   GÍK ) »    ©"1, Z.
772 p    ^^ ]- 1

Proof.   We use ÍKC\   instead of  Kc for  /=  I, • ■ • , m in the proof of 2.41 P 1 ' r

in [5].   Then the same proof works.

3.   The Brauer group of the Amitsur field  K   .   Denote the Brauer group

of the field L by BÍL).   The following theorem of Witt [6] is well known:   Let

L  be a local field (i.e. a field which is complete in the topology induced by

a discrete, nonarchimedean valuation) with residue class field L.   If L is

perfect, then the sequence  \1\—*BÍL)—*B{L)—*)((G(X))—*{1}  is exact and

split. In case  L  is not perfect, the above result is no longer true.   But if L

and L  have the same characteristic, then there is a similar theorem in [9]

which is stated as follow:   The sequence

US — BiLlt]) -Ht BiL) -* xiGiL)) -»'HI

is exact and split, where BiLlt]) is the Brauer group of the polynomial ring

in one indeterminant  t over  L.   The relation between  BÍL)  and B(Lu]) has

been determined in [4, §7] and may be stated as:   The sequence

HI - B'(Llt]) - BiLlt]) -h BiL) - [IS

is exact and split, where  B'iLlt]) is a subgroup of B(L[r])(p).

Hence we have BiLlt]) ^   BÍL).   Now we have the following proposition

analogous to the theorem of Witt.

3.1   Proposition.    Let  L  be a local field with char L - char L  and L

is not perfect.    Then the sequence:

ill -h (BiL))p -, iBiL))p - ix{GiL)))p -^ [Il

is exact and split.
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In what follows we use induction on  272  and  3-1 to determine the structure

of B(K   ). .
m  p

3.2 Theorem.    BÍK   )«   ($[™-l)m/2Q/Z for all nonnegative integers m.

Proof.   We use 3.1 instead of the theorem of Witt and S    instead of =.

Then the same proof in 3.1 of [5] works.

Notations are as in [5, §4].

3.3 Theorem.   B(K   )     is generated by \(tT, t ■)   I 1 < 1< j < m, 1 < r < n,72227 ö ■/2772l— '  — —

n is a positive integer which is relatively prime to p\.

Proof.   [5, Lemmas 4.1, 4.2] are still true when ?2 is relatively prime to

p.   Similarly the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [5] can be carried over here.
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